Global climate change and fuel security risks have encouraged international and regional adoption of pollution/carbon taxes. A major portion of such policy interventions is directed at the electric power industry with taxes applied according to the type of fuel used by the power generators in their power plants. This paper proposes an electric power supply chain network model that captures the behavior of power generators faced with a portfolio of power plant options and subject to pollution taxes. We demonstrate that this general model can be reformulated as a transportation network equilibrium model with elastic demands and qualitatively analyzed and solved as such. The connections between these two different modeling schemas is done through finite-dimensional variational inequality theory. The numerical examples illustrate how changes in the pollution/carbon taxes affect the equilibrium electric power supply chain network production outputs, the transactions between the various decision-makers the demand market prices, as well as the total amount of carbon emissions generated.
Introduction
The ubiquity of electricity in the industrialized world obscures the scale, impacts, and ongoing economic transformation of this vital sector. In modern societies there are few goods or services that do not depend doi:10.1016/j.trd.2006.01.002 directly on electricity. In the past half-century, the total annual electricity use in the US alone has grown every year but two. Other statistics of scale include the US electrical industry's more than half a trillion dollars of net assets, its $220 billion in annual sales, and its consumption of almost 40% of domestic primary energy (coal, natural gas, uranium, and oil), or approximately 40 quadrillion BTU (see Edison Electric Institute, 2000; Energy Information Administration, 2000 . In addition to the great economic and industrial impacts of electric power, the heavy reliance on fossil fuel sources before conversion to electricity has had concomitantly a large environmental impact. Of the total US emissions of carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide, more than a third arises from generating electricity. With the accumulating evidence of global warming, any policy aimed at mitigating the immense risks of unstable climate must directly address the electricity industry (Poterba, 1993; Cline, 1992) .
Currently, market prices for energy fail to signal its many external costs (e.g., regional and global pollution) and also hide market distortions such as subsidies. In order to address such market failures in energy, a powerful policy is that of pollution taxes, specifically, carbon taxes (Baranzini et al., 2000) , and encouraging generation from renewable sources (e.g., solar power and wind power, Painuly, 2001 ) through the use of credits (e.g., tradable green certificates). The latter policy instrument is now deployed in several states in the US, as well as in the European Union (see RECS, 1999; Schaeffer et al., 1999) .
Hence, the modeling of the options available to power generators in terms of their power plant selection (and associated fuel) plus environmental taxes is of great interest in the electric power industry. A suitable model, however, must also be able to accommodate changing economic behavior due to the deregulation of the electric power industry, from the historic norm of highly regulated, vertically integrated utilities to a new environment of competition between the major players, such as power generators, suppliers, transmission service providers, and consumers. For additional background on the electric power industry (see Casazza and Delea, 2003; Singh, 1999; Zaccour, 1998) .
The electric power supply chain network model with power plants and pollution taxes
In this section we develop the electric power supply chain network model that includes power plants as well as pollution taxes. We consider G power generators (or gencos), each of which generally owns and operates M power plants. Each power plant may use a different primary energy fuel (i.e., coal, natural gas, uranium, oil, sun, wind, etc.) and we can expect that each may have different associated costs. Furthermore, as we shall illuminate, subsequently, each plant will have associated costs that fully reflect policy objectives. For example, a coal plant and a natural gas plant, even if they have identical functions for electric power production may have very different carbon or pollution taxes, as is expected, given their markedly different environmental impacts (burning coal being far dirtier environmentally than burning natural gas). There are also S power suppliers, T transmission service providers, and K consumer markets, as depicted in Fig. 1 . The majority of the needed notation is given in Table 1 . An equilibrium solution is denoted by '' * ''. All vectors are assumed to be column vectors, except where noted otherwise.
The top tiered nodes in the electric power supply chain network in Fig. 1 , enumerated by 1, . . . , g . . ., G, represent the G electric power generators, who are the decision-makers who own and operate the electric power generating facilities or power plants denoted by the second tier of nodes in the network. The gencos produce electric power using the different power plants and sell to the power suppliers in the third tier. Node gm in the second tier corresponds to genco g's power plant m, with the second tier of nodes enumerated as: 11, . . . , GM. We assume that each electric power generator seeks to determine his optimal production portfolio across his power plants and his sales allocations of the electric power to the suppliers in order to maximize his own profit.
Power suppliers, which are represented by the third tiered nodes in Fig. 1 , function as intermediaries. The nodes corresponding to the power suppliers are enumerated as: 1, . . . , s, . . . , S with node s corresponding to supplier s. They purchase electric power from the power generators and are aware as to the types of power plants used by the generators. They also sell the electric power to the consumers at the different demand markets. We assume that the power suppliers compete with one another in a noncooperative manner. However, the suppliers do not physically possess electric power at any stage of the supplying process; they only hold and trade the right for the electric power.
The bottom tiered nodes in Fig. 1 represent the demand markets, which can be distinguished from one another by their geographic locations or the type of associated consumers such as whether they correspond, for example, to businesses or to households. There are K bottom-tiered nodes with node k corresponding to demand market k. Quantity of electricity produced by generator g using power plant m, where g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M q m G-dimensional vector of electric power generated by the gencos using power plant m with components: g 1m , . . . , g Gm q G M -dimensional vector of all the electric power outputs generated by the gencos at the power plants Q Power generating cost function of power generator g using power plant m with marginal power generating cost with respect to q gm denoted by (d) Demand market price function at demand market k A transmission service is necessary for the physical delivery of electric power from the power generators to the points of consumption. The transmission service providers are the entities who own and operate the electric power transmission and distribution systems, and distribute electric power from power generators to the consumption markets. However, since these transmission service providers do not make decisions such as to where or from whom the electric power will be delivered, they are not explicitly represented by nodes in this network model. We, instead, as suggested by Nagurney and Matsypura (2004) , model them as different modes of transaction corresponding to the parallel links connecting a given supplier node to a given demand market node in Fig. 1 . Hence, an implicit assumption is that the power suppliers need to cover the direct cost and decide which transmission service providers should be used and how much electric power should be delivered. The structure of the network in Fig. 1 guarantees that the conservation of flow equations associated with the electric power production and distribution are satisfied. The flows on the links joining the genco nodes in Fig. 1 to the power plant nodes are respectively: q 11 , . . . , q gm , . . ., q GM ; the flows on the links from the power plant nodes to the supplier nodes are given, respectively, by the components of the vector Q 1 , whereas the flows on the links joining the supplier nodes with the demand markets are given by the respective components of the vector: Q 2 . Of course, if a particular genco does not own M power plants, then the corresponding links (and nodes) can just be removed from the electric supply chain network in Fig. 1 and the notation reduced accordingly.
We now describe the behavior of the electric power generators, the suppliers, and the consumers at the demand markets. We then state the equilibrium conditions of the electric power supply chain network and provide the variational inequality formulation.
The behavior of the power generators and their optimality conditions
We assume that e gm , g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M, denotes the carbon emissions generated per unit of electric power produced by genco g using its power plant m. Hence, the total amount of carbon emissions associated with genco g and power plant m is e gm q gm .
Let q Ã 1gms denote the unit price charged by power generator g for the transaction with power supplier s for power produced at plant m. q Ã 1gms is an endogenous variable and can be determined once the complete electric power supply chain network equilibrium model is solved. Since we have assumed that each individual power generator is a profit-maximizer, the optimization problem of power generator g can be expressed as follows:
s gm e gm q gm ð1Þ subject to:
The first term in the objective function (1) represents the revenue and the next two terms represent the power generation cost and transaction costs, respectively. The last term in (1) denotes the total payout in pollution taxes by the genco based on the total carbon pollution emitted. We note that Nagurney and Toyasaki (2003) assumed that pollution generated associated with producers in a supply chain had a similar structure, although in that paper no environmental policies in the form of pollution taxes were considered. Conservation of flow equation (2) states that the amount of power generated at a particular power plant (and corresponding to a particular genco) is equal to the electric power transacted by the genco from that power plant with all the suppliers and this holds for each of the power plants.
Note that, according to the power generation cost functions f gm (q m ), g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M, the cost depends not only on the specific power plant's output using the particular plant-type but may also on the outputs of the other power generators using the same power plant-type. This is reasonable due to competition for the resources that are used in the various electric power plant production processes. Of course, this model contains, as a special case, power generating cost functions such that f gm (q gm ), g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M, in which case the power generating cost associated with a power generator and a power plant depends only upon the output of the generator's particular power plant. Hence, in this case, the model would assume perfect competition in the input markets. It is important to note that the proposed modeling framework can handle either imperfect or perfect competition in the input markets.
We assume that the generating cost and the transaction cost functions for each power generator are continuously differentiable and convex, and that the power generators compete in a noncooperative manner in the sense of Nash (1950 Nash ( , 1951 . The optimality conditions for all power generators simultaneously, under the above assumptions (Gabay and Moulin, 1980; Bazaraa et al., 1993; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989; Nagurney, 1993) , coincide with the solution of the following variational inequality: determine ðq Ã ; Q 1Ã Þ 2 K 1 satisfying
where
and (2) holdsg.
The behavior of power suppliers and their optimality conditions
The power suppliers, such as the power marketers, traders, and brokers, in turn, are involved in transactions both with the power generators and with the consumers at demand markets through the transmission service providers.
Since electric power cannot be stored, it is reasonable to assume that the total amount of electricity sold by a power supplier is equal to the total electric power that he purchased from the generators and produced via the different power plants available to the generators. This assumption can be expressed as the following conservation of flow equations:
Let q tÃ 2sk denote the price charged by power supplier s to demand market k via transmission service provider t. This price is determined endogenously in the model once the entire network equilibrium problem is solved. As noted above, it is assumed that each power supplier seeks to maximize his own profit. Hence the optimization problem faced by supplier s may be expressed as follows:
The first term in (6) denotes the revenue of supplier s; the second term denotes the operating cost of the supplier; the third term denotes the payments for the electric power to the various gencos, and the final two terms represent the various transaction costs. Note that here we have assumed imperfect competition in terms of the handling cost but, of course, if the handling cost functions c s , s = 1, . . . , S, depend only on the electric power handled by s (and not also on the power handled by the other suppliers), then the dependence of these functions on Q 1 can be simplified accordingly (and this is a special case of the model). The latter would reflect perfect competition. We assume that the transaction costs and the operating costs (6) are all continuously differentiable and convex, and that the power suppliers compete in a noncooperative manner. Hence, the optimality conditions for all suppliers, simultaneously, under the above assumptions (Dafermos and Nagurney, 1987; Nagurney et al., 2002; Nagurney and Matsypura, 2004) , can be expressed as the following variational inequality: determine
and holdsg. In addition, for notational convenience, we let
As defined in Table 1 , the operating cost of power supplier s, c s , is a function of the total electricity inflows to the power supplier, that is:
Hence, his marginal cost with respect to h s is equal to the marginal cost with respect to q gms :
After the substitution of (11) and (13) into (10), and algebraic simplification, we obtain a variational inequality equivalent to (10), as follows:
and (7) and (11) holdg.
Equilibrium conditions for the demand markets
At each demand market k the following conservation of flow equation must be satisfied:
Since the demand market price functions are given (instead of the demand functions as was the case in Nagurney and Matsypura, 2004), the market equilibrium conditions at demand market k take the form: for each power supplier s, s = 1, . . . , S, and transaction mode t, t = 1, . . . , T,
The interpretation of conditions (16) is as follows: consumers at a demand market will purchase power from a supplier via a transmission provider, provided that the purchase price plus the unit transaction cost is equal to the price that the consumers are willing to pay at that demand market. If the purchase price plus the unit transaction cost exceeds the price the consumers are willing to pay, then there will be no transaction between that supplier and demand market via that transmission provider. The equivalent variational inequality takes the form: determine ðQ
where K 4 fðQ 2 ; dÞ j ðQ 2 ; dÞ 2 R KðST þ1Þ þ and (15) holds}.
The equilibrium conditions for the electric power supply chain network
In equilibrium, the optimality conditions for all the power generators, the optimality conditions for all the power suppliers, and the equilibrium conditions for all the demand markets must be simultaneously satisfied so that no decision-maker has any incentive to alter his transactions. We now formally state the equilibrium conditions for the entire electric power supply chain network.
Definition 1 (Electric power supply chain network equilibrium). The equilibrium state of the electric power supply chain network with power plants and pollution taxes is one where the electric power flows between the tiers of the network coincide and the electric power flows satisfy the sum of conditions (4), (14), and (17).
We now state and prove:
Theorem 1 (Variational inequality formulation of the electric power supply chain network equilibrium). The equilibrium conditions governing the electric power supply chain network according to Definition 1 coincide with the solution of the variational inequality given by: determine ðq
where K 5 fðq; h; Q 1 ; Q 2 ; dÞ j ðq; h; Q 1 ; Q 2 ; dÞ 2 R GMþSþGMSþTSKþK þ and (2), (5), (11), and (15) holdg.
Proof. We first prove that an equilibrium according to Definition 1 coincides with the solution of variational inequality (18). Indeed, summation of (4), (14), and (17), after algebraic simplifications, yields (18).
We now prove the converse, that is, a solution to variational inequality (18) satisfies the sum of conditions (4), (14), and (17), and is, therefore, an electric power supply chain network equilibrium pattern according to Definition 1.
First, we add the term q Ã 1gms À q Ã 1gms to the first term in the third summand expression in (18). Then, we add the term q tÃ 2sk À q tÃ 2sk to the first term in the fourth summand expression in (18). Since these terms are all equal to zero, they do not change (18). Hence, we obtain the following inequality:
which can be rewritten as
Clearly, (20) is the sum of the optimality conditions (4) and (14), and the equilibrium conditions (20) and is, hence, according to Definition 1 an electric power supply chain network equilibrium. h
We now describe how to recover the prices associated with the first and third tiers of nodes in the electric power supply chain network. Clearly, the components of the vector q Ã 3 can be directly obtained from the solution to variational inequality (18). We now describe how to recover the prices q Ã 1gms , for all g, m, s, and q tÃ 2sk for all s, k, t, from the solution of variational inequality (18). The prices associated with the power suppliers can be obtained by setting ( (16) for any g, m, s such that q Ã gms > 0. Nagurney and Matsypura (2004) derived a variational inequality formulation of electric power supply chain network equilibrium in the case of known demand functions but since the conservation of flow expression (7) in their model was an inequality the formulation also had Lagrange multipliers reflecting nodal prices associated with those inequalities as variables in their variational inequality. Also, the models of Nagurney and Matsypura (2004) and Nagurney and Liu (2005) did not include power plants and had no pollution taxes for policy decision-making.
Note that the total carbon emissions generated by genco g can be obtained once variational inequality (18) is solved. We denote the total amount of carbon emitted by genco g by TE g and we have that TE g ¼ P M m¼1 e gm q Ã gm . The total amount of carbon emitted by all the power generators, denoted by TE, is then:
gm . Remark. For simplicity and definiteness, here we have considered the terms s gm , g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M, to be pollution taxes, and, hence, their values are nonnegative. If one wishes to model a pollution credit for production with a ''clean'' production technique (consider, for example, power production by wind farms) then s gm would be a subsidy that takes on a negative value. The emission terms: e gm , g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M, would no longer be used but, instead, mathematically, these terms would be set identically equal to one to reflect the fact that a clean production subsidy must be attached to output instead of emissions. All the above results would mathematically still hold true.
The transportation network equilibrium model with elastic demands
In this section, we recall the transportation network equilibrium model with elastic demands, due to Dafermos (1982) , in which the travel disutility functions are assumed known and given. In Section 4, we will then establish that the electric power supply chain network model in Section 2 can be reformulated as such a transportation network equilibrium problem but over a specially constructed network topology.
Transportation network equilibrium model
We consider a network G with the set of links L with K elements, the set of paths P with Q elements, and the set of origin/destination (O/D) pairs W with Z elements. We denote the set of paths joining O/D pair w by P w . Links are denoted by a, b, etc; paths by p, q, etc., and O/D pairs by w 1 , w 2 , etc.
We denote the flow on path p by x p and the flow on link a by f a . The user travel cost on a link a is denoted by c a and the user travel cost on a path p by C p . We denote the travel demand associated with traveling between O/D pair w by d w and the travel disutility by k w .
The link flows are related to the path flows through the following conservation of flow equations:
where d ap = 1 if link a is contained in path p, and d ap = 0, otherwise. Hence, the flow on a link is equal to the sum of the flows on paths that contain that link. The user costs on paths are related to user costs on links through the following equations:
that is, the user cost on a path is equal to the sum of user costs on links that make up the path. For the sake of generality, we allow the user cost on a link to depend upon the entire vector of link flows, denoted by f, so that
We have the following conservation of flow equations:
Also, assume, as given, disutility functions, such that
where d is the vector of travel demands with travel demand associated with O/D pair w being denoted by d w .
Definition 2 (Transportation network equilibrium). In equilibrium, the following conditions must hold for each O/D pair w 2 W and each path p 2 P w :
The interpretation of conditions (26) is that only those paths connecting an O/D pair are used that have minimal travel costs and those costs are equal to the travel disutility associated with traveling between that O/D pair. As proved in Dafermos (1982) , the transportation network equilibrium conditions (26) are equivalent to the following variational inequality in path flows: determine ðx
where K 6 fðx; dÞ j ðx; dÞ 2 R KþZ þ and d w ¼ P p2P w x p ; 8wg. We now recall the equivalent variational inequality in link form due to Dafermos (1982) .
Theorem 2. A link flow pattern and associated travel demand pattern is a transportation network equilibrium if and only if it satisfies the variational inequality problem: determine ðf
where K 7 fðf ; dÞ 2 R KþZ þ j there exists an x satisfying (21) and d w ¼ P p2P w x p 8wg. Beckmann et al. (1956) were the first to formulate rigorously the transportation network equilibrium conditions (26) in the context of user link cost functions and travel disutility functions that admitted symmetric Jacobian matrices so that the equilibrium conditions (26) coincided with the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions of an appropriately constructed optimization problem. The variational inequality formulation, in turn, allows for asymmetric functions.
Transportation network equilibrium reformulation of the electric power supply chain network equilibrium model
In this section, we show that the electric power supply chain network equilibrium model presented in Section 2 is isomorphic to a properly configured transportation network equilibrium model through the establishment of a supernetwork equivalence of the former.
Supernetwork equivalence of the electric power supply chain network
We now establish the supernetwork equivalence of the electric power supply chain network equilibrium model to the transportation network equilibrium model with known travel disutility functions described in Section 3. This transformation allows us, as we will demonstrate in Section 5, to apply algorithms developed for the latter class of problems to solve the former.
Consider an electric power supply chain network with power plants as discussed in Section 2 with given power generators: g = 1, . . . , G; given power plants for each power generator: m = 1, . . . , M; power suppliers: s = 1, . . . , S; transmission service providers: t = 1, . . . , T, and demand markets: k = 1, . . . , K. The supernetwork, G S , of the isomorphic transportation network equilibrium model is depicted in Fig. 2 and is constructed as follows.
It consists of six tiers of nodes with the origin node 0 at the top or first tier and the destination nodes at the sixth or bottom tier. Specifically, G S consists of a single origin node 0 at the first tier, and K destination nodes at the bottom tier, denoted, respectively, by:
Node 0 is connected to each second tiered node x g , g = 1, . . . , G, by a single link. Each second tiered node x g , in turn, is connected to each third tiered node x gm , g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M, by a single link, and each third tiered node is then connected to each fourth-tiered node y s , s = 1, . . . , S, by a single link. Each fourth tiered node y s is connected to the corresponding fifth tiered node y s 0 by a single link. Finally, each fifth tiered node y s 0 is connected to each destination node z k , k = 1, . . . , K, at the sixth tier by T parallel links.
Hence, in G S , there are G + GM + 2S + K + 1 nodes; G + GM + GMS + S + STK links, K O/D pairs, and GMSTK paths. We now define the link and link flow notation. Let a g denote the link from node 0 to node x g with associated link flow f a g , for g = 1, . . . , G. Let a gm denote the link from node x g to node x gm with link flow f agm for g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M. Also, let a gms denote the link from node x gm to node y s with associated link flow f agms for g = 1, . . . , G, m = 1, . . . , M, and s = 1, . . . , S. Let a ss 0 denote the link connecting node y s with node y s 0 with associated link flow f a ss 0 for s; s prime = 1, . . . , S. Finally, let a t s 0 k denote the t-th link joining node y s 0 with node z k for s 0 = 1 0 , . . . , S 0 , t = 1, . . . , T, and k = 1, . . . , K and with associated link flow f a t s 0 k . We group the link flows into the vectors as follows: we group the ff ag g into the vector f 1 ; the ff agm g into the vector f 2 , the ff agms g into the vector f 3 ; the ff a ss 0 g into the vector f 4 , and the ff a t Note that the following conservation of flow equations must hold on the network G S :
Also, we have that
If all path flows are nonnegative and (29)- (34) are satisfied, the feasible path flow pattern induces a feasible link flow pattern.
We can construct a feasible link flow pattern for G S based on the corresponding feasible electric power supply chain flow pattern in the electric power supply chain network model, ðq; h; Q 1 ; Q 2 ; dÞ 2 K 5 , thus:
Observe that although q g is not explicitly stated in the model in Section 2, it is inferred in that
and simply represents the total electric power produced by genco g. Note that if (q, Q 1 , h, Q 2 , d) is feasible then the link flow and demand pattern constructed according to (35)- (40) is also feasible and the corresponding path flow pattern which induces this link flow (and demand) pattern is also feasible.
We now assign user (travel) costs on the links of the network G S as follows: with each link a g we assign a user cost c ag defined by 
Then a user of path p t gmss 0 k , for g = 1, . . . , G; m = 1, . . . , M; s = 1, . . . , S; s 0 = 1 0 , . . ., S 0 ; t = 1, . . . , T; k = 1, . . . , K, on network G S in Fig. 2 experiences a path travel cost C p t gmss 0 k given by
Also, we assign the (travel) demands associated with the O/D pairs as follows:
and the (travel) disutilities:
Consequently, the equilibrium conditions (26) for the transportation network equilibrium model on the network G S state that for every O/D pair w k and every path connecting the O/D pair w k :
We now show that the variational inequality formulation of the equilibrium conditions (50) in link form as in (28) is equivalent to the variational inequality (18) governing the electric power supply chain network equilibrium. For the transportation network equilibrium problem on G S , according to Theorem 2, we have that a link flow and travel disutility pattern ðf Ã ; d Ã Þ 2 K 7 is an equilibrium (according to (50)), if and only if it satisfies the variational inequality:
After the substitution of (35)- (46) and (48)- (49) into (51), we have the following variational inequality: deter-
Variational inequality (52) is precisely variational inequality (18) governing the electric power supply chain network equilibrium. Hence, we have the following result:
of the variational inequality (18) governing the electric power supply chain network equilibrium coincides with the (via (35)- (46) and (48)- (49) feasible link flow and travel demand pattern for the supernetwork G S constructed above and satisfies variational inequality (51). Hence, it is a transportation network equilibrium according to Theorem 2.
We now discuss the interpretation of the electric power supply chain network equilibrium conditions. These conditions define the electric power supply network equilibrium in terms of paths and path flows, which, as shown above, coincide with Wardrop's (1952) first principle of user-optimization in the context of transportation networks over the network given in Fig. 2 . Hence, we now have an entirely new interpretation of electric power supply network equilibrium which states that only minimal cost paths will be used from the super source node 0 to any destination node. Moreover, the cost on the utilized paths for a particular O/D pair is equal to the disutility (or the demand market price) that the users are willing to pay. This interpretation also implies a type of efficiency principle regarding electric power network operation and utilization, which was first noted by Nagurney and Liu (2005) but in much simpler electric power supply chain network models without power plants and pollution taxes.
In Section 5, we will show how Theorem 3 can be utilized to exploit algorithmically the theoretical results obtained above when we compute the equilibrium patterns of numerical electric power supply chain network examples using an algorithm previously used for the computation of elastic demand transportation network equilibria. Of course, existence and uniqueness results obtained for elastic demand transportation network equilibrium models as in Dafermos (1982) as well as stability and sensitivity analysis results (Nagurney and Zhang, 1996) can now be transferred to electric power networks using the formalism/equivalence established above.
It is important to emphasize that the connection formalized above between electric power supply chain networks and transportation networks also unveils opportunities for further modeling enhancements. For example, one may construct network representations of actual power grids and substitute these for the corresponding transmission links in the supernetwork. The concept of equilibrium path flows would still be appropriate and relevant but with the supernetwork expanded accordingly. For example, an analogous extension but in the case of spatial price network equilibrium problems can be found in Dafermos and Nagurney (1984) .
Computations
In this section, we provide numerical examples to demonstrate how the theoretical results in this paper can be applied in practice. We utilize the Euler method for our numerical computations. The Euler method is induced by the general iterative scheme of Dupuis and Nagurney (1993) and has been applied by Nagurney and Zhang (1996) to solve variational inequality (27) in path flows (equivalently, variational inequality (28) in link flows) (Zhang and Nagurney, 1997) . Convergence results can be found in the above references.
The Euler method
For the solution of (27), the Euler method takes the form: at iteration s compute the path flows for paths p 2 P (and the travel demands) according to
The simplicity of (53) lies in the explicit formula that allows for the computation of the path flows in closed form at each iteration. The demands at each iteration simply satisfy (24) and this expression can be substituted into the k w (AE) functions.
The Euler method was implemented in FORTRAN and the computer system used was a Sun system at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The convergence criterion utilized was that the absolute value of the path flows between two successive iterations differed by no more than 10 À4 . The sequence {a s } in the Euler method ((53)) was set to: 1; In all the numerical examples, the electric power supply chain network consisted of two power generators, with two power plants each, two power suppliers, one transmission provider, and two demand markets as depicted in Fig. 3 . The supernetwork representation which allows for the transformation (as proved in Section 4) to a transportation network equilibrium problem is given also in Fig. 3 . Hence, in the numerical examples (see also Fig. 2) we had that: G = 2, M = 2, S = 2, S 0 = 2 0 , K = 2, and T = 1. The notation is presented here and in the subsequent examples in the form of the electric power supply chain network equilibrium model of Section 2. We then provide the translations of the equilibrium link flows, and the travel demands (and disutilities) into the equilibrium electric power supply chain flows and prices. Example 1. The data for the first numerical example is given below. In order to construct a benchmark, we assumed that none of the gencos' power plants were polluting and that, hence, all the terms: e gm , g = 1, 2; m = 1, 2, were equal to zero. Hence, we did not impose any taxes.
The power generating cost functions for the power generators were given by 
The demand market price functions at the demand markets were q 31 ðdÞ ¼ À1:33d 1 þ 366:6; q 32 ¼ À1:33d 2 þ 366:6; and the transaction costs between the power suppliers and the consumers at the demand markets were given byĉ
All other transaction costs were assumed to be equal to zero. We utilized the supernetwork representation of this example depicted in Fig. 3 with the links enumerated as in Fig. 3 in order to solve the problem via the Euler method. Note that there are 13 nodes and 20 links in the supernetwork in Fig. 3 . Using the procedure outlined in Section 4, we defined O/D pair w 1 = (0, z 1 ) and O/D pair w 2 = (0, z 2 ) and we associated the O/D pair travel disutilities with the demand market price functions as in (49) and the user link travel cost functions as given in (42)-(46) (analogous constructions were done for the subsequent examples).
The Euler method converged in 67 iterations and yielded the equilibrium link flows (also the supernetwork in Fig. 3 We now provide the translations of the above equilibrium flows into the electric power supply chain network flow and price notation using (40)- (43) and (45) The demand prices at the demand markets were q 31 = q 32 = 268.36 and the demands were d
The optimality/equilibrium conditions were satisfied with excellent accuracy. Since we assumed that e gm = 0, g = 1, 2; m = 1, 2, the total carbon emissions: TE = 0. Note that, with the imposition of the pollution tax, the demand for electric power was reduced and the price of electric power increased.
The total emissions generated were due to the first power plant of the first genco with TE 1 ¼ e 11 q The imposition of the same tax on the polluting power plants of both power generators had the effect that both these power plants produced electric power. In Example 2, in contrast, the imposition of a single tax resulted in no production at the polluting power plant, whereas keeping that tax and imposing the same tax also on another power plant resulted in production in the former plant. However, the polluting power plant of genco 2 did reduce its production substantially in plant 1 as compared to what it produced there in Example 2. The demand market prices at the two demand markets were now higher than in Example 2 and the demand for electric power was lower in both demand markets (due to the higher prices as a consequence of the pollution taxes). The total pollution generated was: TE = TE 1 + TE 2 = 5.80 + 6.14 = 11.94. Notice that the total amount of carbon emitted, relative to the amount emitted in Example 2, was essentially reduced by 50%.
